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#whoami



My Film Career 



The ~enemy



Red Teaming / Attack Simulation

Red team != Pen Test

Red Team different mindset 

Don’t do mass scanning…the bad guys don’t

Slow and Steady to achieve goal

Pen-Test

Red Team



When to red team?



Cyber Kill Chain

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/us/what-we-do/aerospace-defense/cyber/cyber-kill-chain.html



Observation 1

“A big, expensive shiny box isn't 
going to make you more secure.”

You need more…
You need the basics.. 
…and you need layers!



Observation 2

“it’s not 0-days that cause APTs to 
succeed, it’s poor Operational Security 
(OpSec) and technical debt.”



How do we ‘actually’ pi$$ off an APT?

http://detect-respond.blogspot.co.uk/2013/03/the-pyramid-of-pain.html

Tactical

Strategical / behaviors  



ATT&CK Mitre

https://attack.mitre.org/wiki/Main_Page



Reduce External Visibility



To begin at the beginning…OSINT Everything



To begin at the beginning…OSINT Everything
E-Mail harvesting / format

Social Media all the things

Subdomain Discovery…uat/test…vpn…lync
etc etc



To begin at the beginning…OSINT Everything
Shodan



To begin at the beginning…OSINT Everything
Shodan



Determine Cloud Services

*.mail.protection.outlook.com
ms=ms* O365 domain tenant in TXT record
google-site-verification=* Gsuite TXT 
record

DNS (MX & TXT records)



To begin at the beginning…OSINT Everything
Anti-Spoofing

Sender Policy Framework (SPF)
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)
Domain-based Message Authentication, 
Reporting and Conformance (DMARC)



To begin at the beginning…OSINT Everything



Getting in…

Phishing

Macros – still 
very popular 
and successful!  



Getting in…

Phishing
HTA via HTML (*.html files that contain an encrypted HTA file. 
the key is fetched and the HTA is decrypted dynamically within the 
browser and pushed directly to the user.)

OLE (Object Linking & Embedding)
DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange)



Getting in…cont’d

Smishing (very popular)
Social Media Phishing (also, very popular)
Watering hole / Phishing

Third Party Exploits (N-day - CVE-2018-4877 
- Flash)
Browsers (user agent - CVE-2018-8174)
Login Portal Clone (e.g. O365)



Getting in…password spraying 

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA18-
086A?t=1&cn=ZmxleGlibGVfcmVjcw%3D%3D&refsrc=email&iid=53f6697a57384c138ec81a1c59db5f2a&uid
=729139915951218688&nid=244+272699400

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA18-086A?t=1&cn=ZmxleGlibGVfcmVjcw%3D%3D&refsrc=email&iid=53f6697a57384c138ec81a1c59db5f2a&uid=729139915951218688&nid=244+272699400


Stopping - Getting in…

Microsoft et al offers:
•Anti-Phishing
•Mailbox Intelligence (safe-links etc)
•Smart / IP Lockout 
•Banned passwords – Checks passwords 
against a known list

The reality, these aren’t enabled in most 
cases and cant stop 100% of threats!



These technologies aren’t perfect though…
Sending from a high reputation domain

https://www.securityweek.com/phishers-use-new-method-bypass-office-365-safe-links



What really starts to pi$$ them off…
Robust Passwords - Special Publication 800-63-3: Digital Authentication Guidelines (NIST, 2017)

• 8 character min* (>64 max)

• Dictionary to disallow common passwords

• Allow all printing characters (inc. space)

• Throttling (100 attempts in 30-day period)

• No requirement for password expiration 

• *doesn't differentiate between admin and non-admin user



Frustrating++
2FA



SMS Hell!



Exchange Web Services (EWS)

The O365 portal may require ~2FA
EWS doesn’t always
The default URL for EWS is:
https://<mail.server>/ews/exchange.asmx



Proper 2FA



Remove technical debt

This can be difficult in large, complex 
environments.



Assume breach 

“Defenders think in lists and attackers 
think in graphs” John Lambert (MSTIC)

Take a domain controller for example. Bob admins the 
DC from a workstation. If that workstation is not 
protected as much as the domain controller, the DC can 
be compromised.



The EUD is the battleground



The EUD is the battleground

Once a foothold is gained, one of two 
things is likely to happen:

Situational Awarness / Enumerate 
creds (Password Spray etc.) 
Enumerate local host & network



The EUD is the battleground…Windows version

Harden the EUD & reduce situational  
awareness:
LAPS
White listing / App locker 
Host based firewall
Logging (PS v5) / SYSMON



I wrote a thing…post exploitation 



Authenticated Users

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJgPTBgD52U

SPN Hunting / kerberoasting

“any domain user that has a 
arbitrary service principal 
name set can have a TGS for 
that SPN requested by ”any” 
user in the domain, allowing 
for the offline cracking of the 
service account plaintext 
password!”

https://www.harmj0y.net/blo
g/powershell/kerberoasting-
without-mimikatz/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJgPTBgD52U
https://www.harmj0y.net/blog/powershell/kerberoasting-without-mimikatz/


Authenticated Users

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJgPTBgD52U

SPN Hunting / kerberoasting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJgPTBgD52U


Living off the land



Living off the land

Red Teams are less likely to upload 
tools / malware; use in-built tools



Living off the land



EVENT IDs FTW!

Red Teaming isn’t only about 
protection, to catch the red team, 
you’ll need to detect and respond.



EVENT IDs FTW (Targeted Monitoring)!

Security logs being cleared (1102) 



EVENT IDs FTW (Targeted Monitoring)!

Local group changes (4732 & 4733)  
local account creation (4720 & 4726)



EVENT IDs FTW (Targeted Monitoring)!

Lateral account movement  
Application crashes (EMET 1 and 2)
Service Installation (7045)



EVENT IDs FTW (Targeted Monitoring)!

Password spraying against SMB on a Domain 
Controller results in event ID 4625 "logon 
failure" being logged on the DC.

What if we don’t use SMB?

https://www.trimarcsecurity.com/single-post/2018/05/06/Trimarc-Research-Detecting-Password-
Spraying-with-Security-Event-Auditing



EVENT IDs FTW (Targeted Monitoring)!

When using LDAP, no 4625 events are logged.

Kerberos logging needs to be enabled to log 
event ID 4771 (Failure code - 0x18, bad 
password)

https://www.trimarcsecurity.com/single-post/2018/05/06/Trimarc-Research-Detecting-Password-
Spraying-with-Security-Event-Auditing



Blue Teamers – high level

Understand your network
Understand how data flows around 
your network
Concentrate on TTPs & Behaviors



Blue Teamers – detailed

Raise your domain functional level



Blue Teamers – detailed

Windows 2008R2:
•Fine grained password polices
•Last Interactive Logon Information
Windows 2012R2:
•DC-side protections for Protected 
Users
•Authentication Policies



Blue Teamers – detailed

Privileged Access workstations 
(PAWs) – “provide a dedicated operating system for 
sensitive tasks that is protected from Internet attacks and threat 
vectors.”

Or
Stop doing domain admin / 
subscription admin / root on standard 
workstations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/identity/securing-privileged-access/privileged-access-workstations



“Red Forest - Enhanced Security Administrative 
Environment” 

https://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/37509.what-is-active-directory-red-forest-
design.aspx



How do we ‘actually’ pi$$ off an APT...again!?

http://detect-respond.blogspot.co.uk/2013/03/the-pyramid-of-pain.html

Tactical

Strategical / behaviors  



Conclusion

Get the basics done…even though 
they are really hard to do across 
everything
Layers, make sure one thing doesn’t 
blow everything up
Visibility and reaction are key



Questions?

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/edwilliamscymro

@dynllandeilo


